What gets done by the Total Energy Reset Program?
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Full cleansing/clearing/balancing/restructuring of Chakras
Removal of unhealthy Chakra imprints
Balance Polarity
Let go of beliefs blocking healthy patterns
Cleansing of all of the subtle bodies
Removal of all imprints (crown of thorns, etc.)
Implants as a whole are typically energy implants (mostly negative ET agenda) designed
block people from naturally ascending up through the chakras naturally. This process
started 1,000 years after we landed on earth since we did not claim our sovereignty and
choose to only live out of love. Specifically Crown of Thorns is designed to distort the
natural energetic circuitry of the crown and block the higher self communication
descending from higher dimensions being transmitted into the crown receivers. This
implant acts as another frequency fence to keep humanity unable to communicate or gain
access to their higher self bodies. It blocks the vertical communication channel arou nd the
head, skull and crown.
Removal of heart wall
Removing energy blocks from acupuncture meridians
Cleaning out all dead (or stuck) light
Recentering you into hara alignment
Cleaning/clearing/upgrading your hara line
Cleaning up negative self talk
Reconnection of heart to mouth for speaking love
Cleaning up past Soul contracts that are no longer valid
Letting go of the past by removing all energies keeping you stuck in the past
Getting assemblage point back to center
Healing birth traumas/conception energy/womb traumas
Enhancing Akashic record reading
Cleaning and enhancing heart field
Cleaning out past memories that are traumatic to remove negative emotional charge
associated with them
Letting go of Fear based programming
Removing blocks to love
Restoring balance in unhealthy relationships
Installing healthy boundaries
Cleansing/clearing/rebalancing any disturbances (rips, tares, holes, etc.) in the auric field
Removing any remaining karmic residue
Releasing low frequency emotions such as guilt, shame, fear, resentment, regret
Improving relationship with self
Improving love of self
Stopping unhealthy patterns from playing out in your life (codependency, alcoholism, binge
eating, etc.)
Setting the standard for how others will treat you by cleaning and clearing negative vibrations
causing others to treat you poorly.
Deep cleaning of the mental body, resulting in enhanced cognitive abilities
Improved intelligence (IQ Score) by restructuring neural pathways to allow Akashic records
reading (Başak: both inside and) while outside the records
Healing mental illness created by psyche breaks happened during traumatic time periods
Improved level of consciousness into enlightened state (700+)
Ascension of consciousness into higher dimensional states (15d), granting more access to
information that shapes the world around you
Creating healthy relationships between family members, friends, ancestors and strangers by
removing resentment between people
Clearing soul themes or “lessons” for you to learn (mistrust, self-sabotage, lies, anger,
resentment, etc.)
Restore balance and harmony to energy system
Balance masculine/feminine energies
Purge negative energies preventing optimal health
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